Find out your wrist size in 3 easy steps:

(BEFORE printing. Don’t "shrink to fit" Disable any options like "shrink oversize pages to paper size" or "scale to fit paper" on your print menu. Print at 100%.)

1. Cut out the wrist sizing tool to the right. Center the wrist sizing tool on the inside of your wrist using your thumb to hold it in place.

2. Use your remaining fingers to position it where you would comfortably wear your watch.

3. The number that lines up with the red line is your wrist size. If the measurement is between two different sizes, take the largest size. You can measure in inches or cms.

*Always add 1/4” if you like it loose/not skin tight

Unsure of which dial size will fit your wrist the best?
Cut out these circles and place them on the top of your wrist as shown below. Choose the size that best fits your desired look.